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A necessary and sufficient condition is given for the existence of a finite invariant measure 
equivalent o a given reference measure for a discrete time, general state Markov process. The 
condition is an extension of one given by D. Maharam in the deterministic ase and involves an 
averaging method (called by Maharam ‘density averaging’) applied to the Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives with respect o the reference measure of the usual sequence of measures induced by the 
Markov process acting on the fixed reference measure. 
Ergodic theory of Markov processes 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with the problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a probability measure V, equivalent to a reference measure cc, that is 
invariant with respect to a Markov transition probability p(x, A). In his 1964 paper 
[3], Ito extended many of the known equivalences in the non-probabilistic or 
‘deterministic’ ase to the situation of a Markov process. We consider here the 
problem of extending conditions found by Maharam [4] in the deterministic case to 
the Markov process case. In her paper, Maharam gave necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of finite and g-finite invariant measures by using an * 
averaging process which is more delicate than Cesaro averaging, This concept is 
discussed in Section 3. We consider onllg the problem of finite invariant measures 
leaving the o-finite case for future work: 
* This paper contains a portion of the author’s Ph.D. thesis in the Department of Mathematics, Uniu:ersit 
of Kochester completed under the direction of Professor Dorothy Miaharam. 
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efialtisn 2.7. Let p be a transition probability on (XV 99, p), We say a measure 71 on 
(X, @) is inuariunr’ with reqxct to p or simply p-invariant if 
n(A) = 
f 
J 
v(dx)p(x, A) for all A E @. 
of sequences 
efinition 3& &et {&) bc a real, non-negative sequence. For LY > 0 we define 
dn(CWr~)~#(iCnl~~~a~,l(n+l). 
Let J(rr, 6) = lim n4ao sup d,&, 6) and let &rx, b 2) = lim,,, inf d,(ICYt 5). If &a, Q) = 
&Y, f) we denote the common value by d(cr, c). (61) is called a density sequence if 
d(cu, $) exists for all LY > 0. 
. . 
Definition 3.2. Let {f;:) be a sequence of %measurable non-negative functions 
defined on X For each ar E R’, x E X we define using Definition 3.1 
(9 &(a, XJ = B(cr, Ifi(x 
(ii) &(a, #) = d(cr, {h(x)}). 
If & and & agree for all ((Y, x) E R’ >: X, we call the common function &. 
Lemma 3.3, Under the hypotheses of Definition 3.2, the functions &, c$ and df (if it 
exists) are joihtiy measurable as functions on R+ XX. 
Proof. Notice that 
is clearly a measurable function on 09” i( X. Hence the limit inferior, limilt superior 
and limit (should it exist) as n + 00 are also jointly measurable. 
Lemma 3.4. If {fi) and {hi} are two sequences of functions slrch that for each u E N, 
fi = hi pa.e., then there exists a p-null set, N, such t%at &(cY, x) = &([LY, x) and 
~~(a,x)=d-~(~,x)forallLY)OandallxEX-N. 
Proof. N = Uzo {x If&) # hi(x)} is such a set. 
Lemma 3.5. Let ( fi) be a sequence of non-negative B-measurable functions. Then 
(a) Whenever 0 c a! =G p, &(a, x) 2 d&3, x) for all x E X, 
(b) The set No = (x 1 d(cu, x) = 0 fur ail cy > 0) is a %-mensurable set. 
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!%)of. (a) Follows easily from Definition 3.1. 
(b) Follows from (a) and the fact that 
MCI= fi {XEX~~(ljQl,x)=O}. 
n=l 
4, The operator B 
Under the assumption that there exists a finite invariant measure equivalent to p, 
we will define a Markov operator closely related to the given Markov operator, P 
Throughout this section let (X, 3,~) be a finite measure space, p a transition 
probability fuhjction and w a p-invariant probability measure equivalent to k. 
Definition 4.1. We define an operator I3 on Lao(x, 9, p) by first defining for each 
f E L”(X, 9, IT) a signed measure Af: 
$(A) = j p(x, A)f(xMW. 
Certainly Af is absolutely continuous with respect to s since w(A) = 0 implies 
G(A) = 0. This in turn assures that p(x, A) = 0 a.e. Thus we can define Bf = dAf/dr. 
Lemma 4.2. B defines a Markov operator from L”(X, 93, V) to itself. 
Proof. The linearity of B is transparent. Following for example Foguel [l] we need 
only show that in addition B is a positive operator of norm 6 1. 
Let f F L-(X, 3, T) be such that f 2 0, and let A = {X E XlBf(x) > llfllrn}. 
Compute, 
+(A) = j P(X, A)fWhW s llfllco l J pk AMW =Ilfllm l w(A). 
But also, 
+(A) = 
J 
Bf(xh(W>llfb l T(A). 
A 
Hence, T(A) = 0. Thus Bf(x) s llfll ao a.e. For a general f, write f = f’ - f-, where 
f = maw Oh f-l = -min(fi 0). Then 
IBf(x)! = IBf%) -Bf ‘(x)1 s max (Bft(x), Bf (x)1 
6 max(llf IL llf -Iloo) = Ilfll~* 
Thus B is well defined as an operator on L”( a, ~1, positive, and of norm 61. 
. Let g = dpfdw, then Big = d(pP’)/drr for all i E H+. 
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roof. Implicit in this staternent is that the operator B extends naturally to 
L1(X, 8, n). This follows easily since B was defined as the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative. 
We provide the first step of the straightforward inductive argument o prove the 
lemma: Bg is defined as d(h,)/dn; but for all A E 39, 
MA) = 1 pb, AMxh(dx) = J p(x, Ajp(dx) = pP(A). 
Therefore Bg = d(yP)/dv. The inductive step is similar. 
5. Main theorem 
Let p be a p-nonsingular transition probability on a finite measure space (X, a, p) 
with associated Markov operator P. 
Consider the following condition: 
Condition 1. For any sequence of representatives {oi} of the L’(X, .%3, @)-sequence 
{ZP’} and for almost all x E X there exists cyx E lR+ such that &a., {LIpi(x > 0. 
Remark 5.1. (a) It can be seen using Lemma 3.4 that if the conclusion of Condition 
1 holds for one sequence of representatives it holds then for all others. 
(b) Lemma 3.5(a) implies that if there exists cyx E 08’ such that &(Y, {oJxi())) 0, 
then whenever 0 < a 6 cyx, d(cu, {wi(x)}) > 0. 
(cj It is well known that one looses no generality in assuming that p is a finite 
measure (see for example Ito [3, pp. 156-1581). Under this assumption we are 
assured that the function 2 is a member of the space L’(X, B, p). 
Theorem 5.2. Condition 1 is necessary and suficient for the existence of a p-inwriant 
probability measure equivalent to p. 
Proof. Sufficiency: Let {oi} be any sequence of representatives. 
we have the following inequalities for each n c N and almost all 
-& $Wi(X)P 
#(iGr+i(X)aa,} 
I- n+l 
l ax. 
Therefore the following holds a.e.: 
lim inf 
n+ao 
From Condition 1, 
UEX: 
A result of Ito [3, Proposition 9, p. 1811 states that (2) is a necessary and su 
condition for our existence problem. Sufficiency ,is complete. 
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Necessity: Let w be a probability measure which is p-invariant and equivalent o cc. 
At the outset we fix a sequence of representatives {oi} of the L’(X, 9, &functions 
{IP’} and for the remainder of the proof we shall let 
Q(a, x) = lim inf #{i G n ) Wi(X) 3 a}/(n + 1). 
n-+00 
Let No = {x E X 1 &a, x) = 0 for all cy > 0). By Lemma 3.5(b), No is a B-measurable 
set. Qur task is to prove the p(lVoj = 0 or equivalently that w(NO) = 0. 
Let g be a fixed representative of the function dp/dw and assume (without loss of 
generality) that g(x) > 3 for aL1 x E X Let the operator B be as in Section 4. 
ForeachkEZ+,wedefinen(k)={xEXIg(x):>llk}.ClearlyIA(k)EL1(X,~,~); 
thus the Hopf Ergodic Theorem (see for example [5, p. 2091) insures that 
exists a.e. as well as in L’-norm for each k E H’. 
Lastly, define B(k) = {x E X 1 fk(x) = 0) for each k E Z+. 
Claim 1. ?r(B(k)),lO as k +oo. 
Proof. Since g(x):> 0, it is clear that w(A(k))f 1 as k + 0~. The Ergodic Theorem 
insures that 
j-fI&=j- Li,,,d~=dA(W, 
but also 
~f~d~~lx_e~~~~~d~rr(X-B(k))=l-lr(B(k)). 
Thus ?r(B(k))s l-r(A(k))iO as k+ax 
Claim 2. No c B(k) for each k E Z’ (mod sets of measure 0). 
roof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, 
No= fi {xEXId(l/m,x)=O}. 
fPl= 1 
Let m, k E ++, and using Lemma 4.3 observe that for all i E Z+ 
d(ccP’) 
Oi(X) = (ZP')(X) = - 
dE.L 
( j 
X 
1 
a- 
i l 
g(x) t ) 
zlA(&) b) = -!- 
kg(x) 
ilA(k)(X) 
for almost all x E 
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This inequality implies that for each n E Z’ 
= {i e n 1 BilA&) 2 (k/m)g(x)}. 
Therefore, &l/m, X) 2 d((k/m {Bilked&)}) possibly a of 
0. for E 
0 d(llm, 3 Wi~~&)~) 0. 
implies {B’I = for Q! 0. the {B’lA~~~(x)} 
bounded can prove 
l = - n’l,,,,(x) 0; 
i=o 
x B(k). satisfies claim. 
proof completed noticing Claims and together that 
= 
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